#Trexit - Open Education, Trump & Brexit

Perspectives on Open Education in a World of Brexit & Trump panel session at OER17 Politics of Open Conference, London, April 2017.

---

**Jim Luke**
@econproph

Join us at #oer17 for perspectives on "Open Ed, Trump, & Brexit" #trexit.
econproph.com/2017/04/03/ope...

---

**Open Ed, Trump, Brexit**

The #Trexit Conversation I’ll be leading a panel discussion at OER17 called Open Education in a time of Trump and Brexit. Joining me in the panel live at the conference will be Maha Bali (@...)

---

**Autumm Caines**
@Autumm

Live periscope here pscp.tv/w/1YqKDXegYnBKV #Trexit twitter.com/jimgroom/status...

---

**Tina Papathoma**
@aktinaki

attending 'perspectives on open education in a world of Brexit & Trump' #oer17 #trexit

---

**Sara Mörtsell**
@SaraMrtsell

Now the #trexit panel Perspectives on Open Education in a World of Brexit & Trump #OER17 econproph.com/2017/04/03/tre...

---

**Viv Rolfe**
@VivienRolfe

#trexit #trumpit #oer17 - @econproph @LornaMCampbell @mweller @Bali_Maha plus guests @dkernohan kicking off their panel...

---

https://storify.com/LornaMCampbell/trexit-open-education-trump-brexit.html
Sheila MacNeill
@sheilmcn

we may not solve everything in 80mins #trexit - a tad disappointed as I thought this panel might just do it #oer17

Open Borders/Laptops by Robin DeRosa

Open Borders/Laptops: A Video for OER17

Nadine Aboulmagd
Roaming Autodidacts and the New Right by David Kernohan

Text of @dkernohan's #trexit provocation is available here followersoftheapocalyp.se/oer17 #OER17
Provocation by Chris Gilliard

Provocation

CHRIS GILLIARD - A YEAR AGO

Nadinne Aboulmagd
@NadinneAbo

@jimgroom @econproph @LornaMCampbell @mweller @Bali_Maha interested to listen to your reflections :) #Trexit #oer17

A YEAR AGO

Nadinne Aboulmagd
@NadinneAbo

So do I. So excited to be along side @actualham in this :) #oer17 #trexit twitter.com/actualham/stat...

A YEAR AGO

Sheila MacNeill
@sheilmcn

in the time of #trexit, travel bans, device bans questions need to be asked around digital literacy and scholarly practice? #oer17

A YEAR AGO
Sheila MacNeill @sheilmcn

just wondering how if would affect "our" governments business if "we" couldn't take our laptops/tablets on planes #trexit #oer17

Laura Czerniewicz @Czernie

@NadinneAbo Thanks for a thoughtful contribution to the #trexit panel, how does #open travel intersect with open education?

Nadinne Aboulmagd @NadinneAbo

@Czernie Thank u! There are many dimensions to #opened & Open movement/open travel are instrumental 2 the success of Open ed practices #OER17 #trexit

Nadinne Aboulmagd @NadinneAbo

@Bali_Maha Sry u had to go through that! That's just absolutely infuriating! Thank u for sharing #OER17 #trexit

Sheila MacNeill @sheilmcn

intersectionality key says @LornaMCampbell #trexit #OER17 - what to do with our anger, how to channel effectively?

Nadinne Aboulmagd @NadinneAbo

@Czernie There's also the dimension of needing to have ur work wherever you go (the main affordance of #opened in the 1st place)! #OER17 #trexit
@LornaMCampbell Totally agree re ur thoughts & reflections on combining social and professional identities. What will happen? #OER17 #trexit

@NadinneAbo Thanks Nadine! It's something I constantly struggle with. #OER17 #trexit

@NadinneAbo touching slightly on power dynamics on using laptops and relation to #Opened is super interesting! #OER17 #trexit

@sheilmcn open and public very different things says @helenbeetham #trexit #oer17

#Trexit discussion about dangers of the elision of public and open, closing public spaces closes the possibilities for open #oer17

Now listening to "Roaming Autodidacts and the Neo- Reactionaries #OER17" @dkernohan #trexit followersoftheapocalyp.se/oer17/

@mweller education needs to model the values of open, #trexit makes this more vital #OER17 #battleropen
For #trexit (trump/brexit) ppl at #OER17: this is where free market data practices meet the authoritarian state: theintercept.com/2017/03/30/fac...

My worst nightmare coming true! 🙁😭 #electronicsban #trexit #oer17 pic.twitter.com/AR74hk9Dh7
#Open Education in the time of Trump and #Brexit... An excellent panel session by @mweller @Bali_Maha @LornaMCampbell @econproph at #oer17 pic.twitter.com/NiQG1NEX1x

@bryanMMathers · A YEAR AGO

#trexit @actualham police laptop bans open public #highered youtube.com/watch?v=rpCQby... #oer17

@SENSOR63 · A YEAR AGO
@mweller confession: "I used to be more of a kind of zealot of open practice. I find that increasingly difficult to do now." #oer17 #trexit

@mweller "I'm giving you the gift of open." "But I don't want it." "What about a dog?" #oer17 #trexit

@econproph "How did we lose all these freedoms? And how did we do it so willingly?" #oer17 #trexit

Whatever happened to the public institution, the public space? #trexit #oer17

@LornaMCampbell "Digital labour is falling into the patterns of women's labour. It's exploitative." #trexit #oer17

@econproph "Being networked across the world I met @hypervisible who lives a mile away." #trexit

@mweller "Education is now being seen as part of the conspiracy as part of the problem" < Education which gets people to question. #Trexit
Simon Ensor
@sensor63

@Bali_Maha "Are we not listening well to people who are different from us?" #trexit < Nope.

Jim Luke
@econproph

@sensor63 @Bali_Maha #oer17 #Trexit Heck, a lot time we don't listen, period.

Simon Ensor
@sensor63

@LornaMCampbell "this loss of a public space..." countercurrents.org/2017/02/28/upp... #trexit < Disconnect wealthy and poor.

Simon Ensor
@sensor63

"Those of who are privileged need to use that space to amplify the voices of those who are not." < Yes. OK. Where? #Trexit

Simon Ensor
@sensor63

"However difficult it is we have keep banging on." <Er that depends. "Finding the cracks" <What cracks? #Trexit

Simon Ensor
@sensor63

"Openness" WAS imposed. Cf. Suez Crisis. Keeping canal "open" to British domination. theguardian.com/politics/2001/... #trexit

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

My personal #OER17 highlights - #trexit, shouting from the heart, wonderful women, wikimedians, #shoetweets & goats storify.com/LornaMCampbell...
Thank you to my #trexit #oer17 panelists @Bali_Maha @LornaMCampbell @mweller @hypervisible @actualham @dkernohan @NadinneAbo pic.twitter.com/zYNwVqbJMs